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Please ensure that before you begin this Master Level Symbols course you:
1)

Have completed a Karuna Reiki® Mastership as a pre-requisite

2)

Have activated (unlocked) The Eye Of Compassion energies and attunement using the
activation code & instructions on the next page.

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.
With love, we wish you well on your Master Level Symbols journey!

If you have not already done so, please feel free to sign up for free Ascension Healing
to help you on your Master Level Symbols journey.
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Activating (Unlocking) The Eye Of Compassion Energies:
Before opening up to these beautiful Master Level Symbol
energies, it is very important that you firstly activate or
‘unlock’ the energies and attunement in this ebook. Once this
is completed, you will then be ready to begin!
The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies
in this ebook. The four step process is outlined below and
should only take you around five minutes or so to complete.
(For more information about the activation codes or the
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).
1) Preparation:
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some so0thing or relaxing music,
light some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
2) Invocation:
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together, fingertips touching in prayer
position and saying the following:

“With infinite grace, I ask humbly and clearly to activate the
energies and attunement for The Eye Of Compassion.
With the unique activation code 74432188 may this be so.
May this activation benefit all beings.
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

3) Receiving:
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. After this
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete!
4) Understanding:
Once you have completed your activation, we ask that you now read through - “Activation Codes and
Suggested Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the
maximum benefits from all of these healing energies, attunements and practices. After this, you are
now ready to begin opening up and receiving these beautiful Master Level Symbol energies! May
you enjoy these with much love & light and with an intention to benefit all beings.
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Master Level Symbols
The Eye Of Compassion
Welcome, With Love To The Eye Of Compassion:
Congratulations on becoming a Karuna Reiki® Master and for taking this next step forward on your
healing pathway! We do hope that you enjoy this new frequency as much as we have!
The Eye of Compassion was intuitively received by Gerry in October 2013 after receiving her Karuna
Reiki® attunements. The Eye of Compassion is a symbol that may be used after receiving these
attunements.
The symbol helps to enhance growth and expansion of compassion within whomever the symbol is
used upon. It works to clear away impurities between the symbol
itself and the recipient’s core compassion. It would seem that our
true nature is indeed compassionate however we cover it with
life’s experiences, traumas and pain to avoid getting hurt (or so the
ego leads us to believe).
Karuna Reiki® energy facilitates the opening of deep
compassionate energies. The Eye Of Compassion then works to
expand those energies.
“By opening and expanding our gateway to true compassion, we
open ourselves to the complete trueness of all understanding. This
is what is most ‘desired’ - to be free from the constraints of
separation”.

Quan Yin - The Angel Of
Compassion
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So it is with love and compassion for all beings that we pass on
these teachings to you in full as we ourselves received them from
Quan Yin. We are deeply humbled and grateful that we are able to
be of service and we make the wish that these energies permeate
outward so that all may benefit. May we all live in states which are
free from suﬀering and may we all enjoy everlasting happiness.
www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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1. Origins Of The Eye Of Compassion:
The Eye of Compassion was intuitively received by Gerry in October 2013 after receiving her Karuna
Reiki® attunements where Gerry first ‘met’ Quan Yin. The Archangels told Gerry that she needed to
meet the Angel of Mercy / The Goddess of Compassion.
Quan Yin appeared as a most beautiful white light of feminine, delicately draped energy. Although
her face was not visible, it was Quan Yin’s breath energy that brought forward the gifts of
attunement, serpent takers and the information about the symbol ‘The Eye Of Compassion’.
During her Master level attunement, Gerry found herself sitting on a chair in the centre of a ring of
candle-light, with a line of light running under her chair. Gerry was sitting in the centre of The Eye
Of Compassion symbol.
Gerry received two golden objects, one in each palm which were what Quan Yin called ‘serpent
takers’. Serpent takers are snake or dragon like heads of extended energy that draw out impurities
from a person.
Quan Yin’s breath energy was used energetically to create what Gerry described as a tornado of
compassion, encircling The Eye Of Compassion symbol that Gerry was sitting in.
“Compassion is the eye of the soul. All we see in life is through our compassion. The more
compassion we have the clearer the soul sees. (The ego blurs our
vision). When we see through compassion, we see through purity.”
Karuna Reiki® unlocks our true compassion (gives us access to it) and
The Eye Of Compassion expands it.
At the end of receiving the information about The Eye Of
Compassion, Gerry gratefully thanked Quan Yin and her Karuna
Reiki® teachers for the symbol and information that was
bestowed upon her. She was instructed to write the information
down in her book. Quan Yin then energetically lifted the words
Gerry had written out of her book so they were sitting in
beautiful light in front of Gerry’s face. Quan Yin then radiated her
light though the words and shone them right across and through
the entire earth and out into the universe.

Quan
Yin

“These teachings are to be offered to all who need them”.
Quan Yin then finished by blowing her breath across Gerry’s face
as she had done in the attunements, and said

“The breath (essence) of the Angels is with you”.
[For those of you who have completed our Celestine Series in The
Unified pathway To Light you may be interested to know that
Emperor Ro Han was also with Quan Yin.]
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2. Receiving The Attunement For The Eye Of Compassion:
The attunement process for The Eye Of Compassion is very simple and beautiful and will take
approximately twenty-five minutes to complete. The attunement process can either be done in
person or by distance.
The attunement is normally a very relaxing and enjoyable experience which helps to give the
recipient access to the energies of the symbol, so that they can then begin to practice the healing
techniques for themselves and for others.

NOTE: Before you receive your attunement, please ensure that you have activated (unlocked)
The Eye Of Compassion energies prior to
commencing.
The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5
minute process which unlocks the energies and
gives you access to them. Once you have
unlocked the energies, this means that you have
activated your Eye Of Compassion attunement
and energies, specifically for you.
You are therefore then ready to continue your
Eye Of Compassion journey by working through
this ebook, at your own pace and receiving the
energies as you feel guided.
If you have not yet activated / unlocked The Eye
Of Compassion energies for yourself, you may
do this by following the instructions on Page III of
this ebook.

3. Instructions For Receiving Your Attunement:
To ensure that the attunement process works successfully we ask that you
follow the instructions and most importantly, relax, open up and receive
these gifts with love.
Once you have unlocked the energies, please follow the three-step process
outlined on the next page for receiving the attunement.
Step 1. Preparation
Step 2. Invoke the attunement
Step 3. Closing the attunement
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1. Preparation:
Sit or lie down, whichever is more
comfortable for you, ensuring that you will
not be disturbed for at least 25
minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft
relaxing music, light some candles or burn
some incense to create a nice ambience.

Hands In Receptive Mudra Position

2. Invoke the attunement:
Invoke The Eye Of Compassion attunement
by placing the hands together, fingertips
touching in receptive mudra whilst saying
the following:

“With grace and compassion I ask to be opened to the frequencies
of The Eye Of Compassion attunement for the infinite benefit of
all. I oﬀer my heartfelt gratitude to Quan Yin as I expand my
compassion for the benefit of all.
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou”

Now your attunement will commence and will take around 15 minutes to complete, so it is best to sit
or lie down for around 20 minutes. You can time yourself for 15 minutes or simply wait until you feel
the energy drop oﬀ. The energy tends to build over the attunement timeframe with the energy at
the end of the attunement being stronger, so if you don’t feel anything at the beginning, don’t worry
– it is still working!
And you don’t have to leave your hands in receptive mudra for the entire time, please feel free to
rest your hands either by your side, over your Heart Chakra or as you feel most comfortable.
You may feel some energy moving, perhaps feel relaxing vibrations or some may feel almost nothing
happen. Either way, you have now received your attunement for The Eye Of Compassion and can
now enjoy its beautiful frequencies!
3. Closing the attunement:
As always, we close our attunement with love and gratitude.

“With love and gratitude I oﬀer my divine blessings for receiving
The Eye Of Compassion attunement.
May I expand and grow my compassion for the benefit of all.
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou”
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4. Introducing The Eye Of Compassion Symbol:
The symbol is a combination of four dots, a circle and a line, looking almost literally like an ‘eye’ on
its side.
The Eye Of Compassion Symbol:

The Eye Of Compassion
1

5
2

6

4

3
How To Draw
The EYE Of COMPASSION

The EYE Of COMPASSION

Instructions For Use Of The Eye Of Compassion:
The symbol may be used daily for up to 12 days after receiving the Karuna Reiki@ master level
attunement to do it’s ‘foundational’ work. After which it can be used as intuitively felt necessary.
For the 12 day period there are specific instructions on how to use the symbol:
Day

Instructions

Intensity

Days 1 - 3

Use over the Heart Chakra

Medium

Days 3 - 5

Use the Elixir Cleanse

Medium - High

Days 5 - 8

Rest

Days 8 - 10/12

Use the Purificator

High * optional (intensive)

“The symbol does not need to be used in conjunction with other symbols
- it is a stand-alone frequency.”
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Days 1 - 3
Draw The Eye Of Compassion symbol over the Heart Chakra and rest your hands (palms down) on
your Heart Chakra. Send light for 12+ minutes. Repeat as often as you wish, at least twice daily for
the three days.
In addition, you may also wish to draw one large symbol over the entire body or over an area, for
example your bed in order to continue the healing. It can also be drawn over food and water before
you consume it.
These first three days are the “introduction” to the symbol so the more you are able to practice with
the energies, the more prepared your energy will be for the next levels.

Days 3 - 5
The Eye Of Compassion symbol has two ‘settings’ and here in these three days you will be using the
two ‘settings’ together to form what the guides describe as an Elixir Cleanse. (The guides use the
word ‘settings’ to describe this because the circle and line in the middle of the symbol is like a dial.
Setting two is a ‘quarter turn’ anticlockwise from setting one).
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Setting One:

Setting Two:

The symbol has a
horizontal line

The symbol has a
vertical line
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To use the symbols for the Elixir Cleanse, draw the first symbol (with horizontal line) in front of your
chest, or if lying down - on top of your chest.
Draw the second symbol (with vertical line) behind your back, or if lying down - under your back.
In this Elixir Cleanse, the symbols will then begin to spin:
• Setting one spins clockwise and draws in the energy of compassion.
• Setting two spins anticlockwise and draws out impurities.
See the diagram below:

THE EYE OF COMPASSION ELIXIR CLEANSE:
Settings One And Two Working Together
To Draw In Compassion Energies And Purge Impurities

Setting One

Compassion energies
drawing in

Impurities purging out

Setting Two
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Rest while the symbols do their work for approximately 10 minutes or until you feel the energies
drop oﬀ. Repeat as often as you wish, at least twice daily for the three days. (Note that day three
instructions overlap with the first set of instructions, so try to complete your Heart Chakra practice
perhaps in the morning of day three and then move onto the Elixir Cleanse in the afternoon).

Days 5 - 8
This is a period of rest. You have the option of finishing the Elixir Cleanse here or after the rest
period continuing on with the Purificator over days 8-10/12. If you choose to carry on then this
period of rest is to allow your energies to settle before receiving the next level of higher intensity
work.

Days 8 - 10/12
This final three-five days is a highly intensive period where The Eye Of Compassion symbols (settings
one and two) are used in what the guides call the ‘Purificator’. Here is what they said about this
phase:

“The Eye Of Compassion has two ‘settings’ which are polar opposites.
Like a battery, both positive and negative are needed to make a current.”

They then went on to explain setting one as perhaps being like
the ‘positive terminal’ and when you turn the dial
anticlockwise a quarter of a turn then you get setting two, the
‘negative terminal’. When these two polar opposite terminals
are placed together in the ‘Purificator’ method, they try to
create a constant flow of compassionate love - or a ‘current of
compassion’. And any impurities are expelled by the ‘current’.
Setting one symbol is placed above the head (positive) and
setting two symbol is placed below the feet (negative). The
two symbols then act almost like magnets, their energies are
drawn intensely together, like they are trying to touch each
other and with this process, impurities are then squeezed out.
See diagram below:
(Please note that this process may lead to energetic discomfort, often over the torso area, where the
energies meet and are to-and-froing, trying to expel impurities in order to make a stronger
connection with each other. It may be experienced in a way similar to motion sickness).
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THE EYE OF COMPASSION ‘PURIFICATOR’:
Settings One And Two Working Together
To Create A ‘Current Of Compassion’ which Purges Impurities Out

Setting One

Impurities purging out

Setting Two

Rest while the symbols do their work for approximately 20 minutes or until you feel the energies
drop oﬀ. (You may also wish to place your hands on your Heart Chakra and send yourself light
throughout the process). Repeat as often as you wish, at least twice daily for three, four or five days.
The number of days you choose to do the practice for is up to you and how you feel. You may also
choose to do the practice one day on, one day oﬀ depending on how intensive you find it.
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Once you have completed the Purificator (or the Elixir Cleanse if you finished there) you may then
use the symbol and any of the practices as you feel necessary. There are also some other uses
mentioned below.

Other Uses For The Eye Of Compassion:
The guides also relayed the following uses for The Eye Of Compassion:
Balancing: Use the symbol in a side by side pattern for ‘balancing’. Use the symbol in either
setting one or two, or use alternating, whichever feels right for the situation. The side-by side
pattern is good for use over people or things that need balancing. For example over your body to
help with things like pre-menstrual tension or balancing the hormones, over your mind to help
balance emotions or fears, over the land after a flood or fire to help rebalance.
You can place as many symbols as you wish side by side, whatever feels right for the situation.
See the images below (note that the background of each symbol is shaded to enable easier
viewing of the pattern).

Balancing Side-By-Side Patterns

Setting One

Setting Two

Alternating

Energy Filter: Use the symbol in a grid-like pattern to act as an energy filter. For example you
could place the grid over a doorway to act as a filter in bringing in pure energies and filtering out
impurities. Or perhaps use it on the floor and/or ceiling of a room to filter energies. You may like
to try ‘gridding’ your car, oﬃce or garden! Anywhere that you feel it will help. It is recommended
not to use the grid on people themselves - the balancing side-by-side pattern is best for this.
See pattern image below:
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Energy Filter Grid Pattern

Blockages: Lastly, you may also wish to try “stacking” the symbols in a spiral formation to target
energy blockages. The image received with this technique was an alternating stack of spiralling
symbols in a person’s central channel of energy, from the Base Chakra through to crown chakra.
Here the symbols twist and turn, moving energy and targeting blockages. Like a superior ‘valve’
system it manoeuvres the energy allowing a conglomeration of the blocked energy frequencies
where they can then be “blown out” or released.

Blockages: Stacking Symbols In A
Spiral Formation Pattern

As always, trust your intuition when using any of the symbol practices and work with what feels best
for you. Enjoy!
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5. Final Comments:
We hope that you have enjoyed the beautiful and femininely divine energies of The Eye Of
Compassion! And we hope that they have served you well in expanding your compassionate light in
order to benefit all.

May all beings bring forth their truest and deepest compassion so that we may all
live in a peace-bound and beautiful existence.

With Divine Compassionate Light,

Quan Yin & Love Inspiration
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Would You Like To Help?
You have received these energies and teachings freely and with
love due to the humble and altruistic grace of our sponsors,
teachers & translators. If you have enjoyed these energies and
would like to help make them continually and freely available
for others to heal, grow and awaken from, we lovingly invite
you to help in the following ways:
Sponsor an ebook
Make a donation
Share with others
Become a teacher
Translate for others
Write a testimonial
Help us improve

Your help enables Love Inspiration to continue offering ebooks
and courses freely for the infinite benefit of all.
Blessings & Thankyou,
Marty & Gerry
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For the Benefit Of All
May all be absolutely & infinitely happy and free from suffering.
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